Advantages & Benefits

- Effective for small and large birds
- Lowest cost
- Made from UV protected PVC - sun and weather resistant
- Available in Stone or Grey
- Rigid one piece construction - comes in 4' sections
- Covers ledges up to 5.5" deep; interlocking extenders allow you to cover ledges up to 10.5" deep
- Easy to install end caps prevent birds from getting behind the slope
- Ideal to prevent birds from landing or nesting on 90° areas

A Slippery Slope for Birds!

Bird Slope™ from Bird-B-Gone®, Inc. is a physical bird deterrent used to prevent birds from landing. The slope’s unique design makes it impossible for small or large birds to land on 90° areas.

- Industry leading 2 year guarantee!
- Each piece is 4' long and covers ledges up to 5.5" deep!
- Bird Slope™ Extenders help cover ledges up to 10.5" deep!

To install: Surface should be clean and dry before installation. Bird Slope™ covers a 5.5” ledge; for larger ledges slope extenders are available. Can be glued onto surface using glue troughs. End caps should be installed to prevent birds from getting behind the Bird Slope™.